Suggested Books/Readings

Annulment: A Step-by-Step Guide for Divorced Catholics
Ronald T. Smith
ACTA Publications

Annulment: Do You Have a Case?
Terence E. Tierney
Alba House

Annulment: The Wedding that Was/How the Church Can Declare a Marriage Null
Michael Smith Foster
Paulist Press

Annulments and the Catholic Church: Straight Answers to Tough Questions
Edward Peters
Ascension Press

Catholics Experiencing Divorce
Vicki Wells Bedard & William Rabior
Liguori Publications

Getting Up Getting Over Getting On (A 12 Step Guide to Divorce Recovery)
Micki McWade
Champion Press

Rebuilding When Your Relationship Ends
Dr. Bruce Fisher, Dr. Robert Aliberti
Impact Publisher, Inc.

Stepfamilies: A Catholic Guide
Paul Culler
Our Sunday Visitor, Inc.

Workbooks for Divorced Parents and Their Children

Teens Are Non-Divorceable
Kids Are Non-Divorceable (ages 6-11)
Sara Bonkowski
ACTA Publications

Making Your Way After Your Parents’ Divorce
Lynn Cassella
Liguori Publications